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ABSTRACT 

 Now days the usage of multimedia applications is increasing rapidly, for supporting these 

multimedia applications efficient group communication is required. To provide group 

communication the better solution is multicasting. Multicasting is defined as delivering of 

messages to a group of destinations in a single communication. But it is a challenge to provide 

efficient group communication and scalable multicasting in MANET’S because it is very 

difficult to forward a packet over topology which is dynamic and also because of membership 

between nodes in a group. To overcome the above problems a protocol has been proposed called 

Efficient Geographic multicast protocol (EGMP). EGMP uses hierarchical structure and a 

network-range zone based multicast tree to provide better group membership and efficient 

multicast delivery of packets. To build a zone structure and to maintain a tree structure and to 

forward multicast packet the position information is used which even reduces the overhead for 

route searching and maintain the tree structure. Many geographical unicast protocols are come 

into existence but specifically EGMP does not depend on any of those geographical protocols.    

To make the protocol more efficient many methods has been used like zone depth to build a best 

possible tree structure. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

 Group communication is very important in MANETS (MOBILE ADHOC NETWORKS) 

and even in many multimedia applications. Examples include sending direction to the soldiers in 

the battle field, broadcasting audio/video and communication among the fireman in catastrophic 

areas, teleconferencing (audio, video, shared editor) and multimedia multi-player games etc. By 
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using different patterns like one-to-many and many-to-many communication transmissions the 

multicast provides efficient group communication over MANETS. Due to constant change in the 

topology there lies a challenge for providing efficient multicasting.   

 

 Conventional Multicast protocols are categorized into two types they are 

1) Tree Based  

2) Mesh Based 

 

1) TREE BASED: 

 The tree based protocols are MAODV, AMRIS etc. By constructing a tree structure the 

network resources are utilized efficiently, but maintain tree structure is very difficult because of 

movement of nodes. Due to this more link failures are caused between nodes and there will be 

caused intree based multicast protocols. 

 

2) MESH BASED: 

 The mesh based protocols like CAMP, MZRP etc. These protocols are introduced to 

increase the robustness by using multiple redundant paths between the source and destination. 

Because even one link fails source can utilize other redundant path to forward the packets to 

destination. 

 

 But mainly conventional multicast protocols composed as three different components 

they are Group membership management, Tree creation and Tree maintenance and Packet 

forwarding in general they don’t provide excellent scalability due to difficulty occur in route 

searching, creating a tree as well as maintain the tree and group membership management in 

MANET’s.To provide better scalability and robustness in transmitting the packets the new 

geographical routing protocols has been proposed. In these geographical routing protocols the 

nodes knows its own position by using some positioning system, example like GPS. Then source 

obtains the position of destination and inserts the destination position in the packet header so that 

intermediate nodes makes forwarding decision based on position of destination inserted in packet 

header. To decrease the maintenance of topology overhead in multicasting position information 

is used. But it creates a challenge to execute multicast proposal in MANET’s. Consider Unicast 
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geographic routing in this the position of the destination is inserted and carried in packet header 

based on the position the packet is forwarded. But in Multicasting geographic protocols the 

destination is in group so to insert and carry all the destination positions in the packet header and 

forwarding packet to all the destinations in the group is easy, but it is supported for only small 

groups. If large groups are considered there will be many number of destinations placing all the 

positions of destinations in packet header is not easy to overcome this, a protocol must be 

proposed to reduce the forwarding packet overhead in large groups by obtaining the position of 

destinations for large networks. To provide this a new protocol named Efficient Geographical 

Routing Protocol (EGMP) is introduced.   

EFFICIENT GEOGRAPHICAL ROUTING PROTOCOL: 

 To support efficient group communication for large groups a protocol named EGMP 

came into existence. EGMP stands for Efficient Geographical Multicast protocol, it is proposed 

to provide group communication efficiently among large groups. To attain scalability EGMP 

uses hierarchal structure. EGMP divides network into non overlapping zones. Each zone contains 

different number of nodes and a zone leader is elected in each and every zone among the nodes 

present in that zone. Zone leader is elected to take charge of local group management. Zone 

leader collects all the group membership information and represents its zone to join or to leave 

the multicast session. To provide scalability based on both group size and network size EGMP 

uses location service. To build a zone based virtual structure some of the issues need to be 

considered they are How to build a zone-based structure?  How to elect zone leader in each and 

every zone? Due to movement of nodes a zone can become empty then how it is possible to keep 

the tree connected when zone becomes empty? How to decrease packet loss occurred due to 

mobility when a node moves from one zone to another? 

 

Fig.1. Multicast session’s depth of a zone 
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TERMINOLOGIES & NOTATIONS: 

 Zone: Dividing network terrain into equal sized square zones as shown in figure 

 Pos: position of node with coordinates (a, b)  

 R: size of the zone (length of the side of the square zone) the zone size is set based on  

 Zone ID:  Zone identity (x, y), a node can identify its own zone id based on its position 

coordinates (a, b) as [  𝑥 =
a−a0

Rzone
], [ 𝑦 =

b−b0

Rzone
] where (a0, b0) is virtual 

originPosition 

 Zone center: Zone  ID with coordinates (x, y) and the center’s position  

(𝑎𝑐 , 𝑏𝑐 ) is analyzed by  𝑎𝑐 = 𝑎0 +  𝑋 + 0.5 × 𝑅 and  𝑏𝑐 = 𝑏0 +  𝑌 + 0.5 × 𝑅 

 ZLD : Zone Leader  

 

 Zone Depth: Depth for each and every zone reflects the distance to its core-zone. The 

depth for each zone with ID (x, y) is calculated as  

Depth of the zone= 𝑚𝑎𝑥  𝑋0 − 𝑋 ,  𝑌0 − 𝑌   

 

ZONE STUCTURE BUILDING AND GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING: 

 In this section the construction of zone including both intra and inter zones and election 

of leader ZLD is described. 

 

1) Intra and Inter zone’s topology building: 

 To elect a leader for each and every zone, less overhead is required for that every node in  

a zone broadcasts a BEACON message to specify its node position, as well as its existence and 

for the process of electing zone leader ZLD.  A flag is kept in the BEACON message specifying 

the sender node as a zone leader and also to decrease the overhead in choosing the zone leader 

ZLD.  With the zone size 𝑅 ≤ 𝑅_𝑡 ⁄ √2the message which is broadcasted is received by each and 

every nodes existing in the zone. To reduce the overhead caused due to BEACON as an 

alternative using fixed interval beaconing the overhead is increased instead of that using unicast 

interval is adaptive that is a node which is not a leader sends the beacon at every interval period 

of 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 or whenever a node moves to a other zone. Node which is elected as a zone leader 

ZLD need to send BEACON message for each and every 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 period to specify its 
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existence as zone leader ZLD. Each and every node maintains a neighbor table, whenever a node 

receives a beacon message from its neighbor and keeps the node ID, pos and flag of the message 

in the table. From the position Pos of the node the zone ID is calculated and the entry of the 

particular node in the zone table is removed if its entry is not refreshed with in𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑧𝑡period 

or the node becomes unreachable. For example the below table shows zone table for node12. 

Node 12 is in the zone (1,1) and the node 12 can receive BEACON messages from node 7 and 

even it can receive BEACON message from node 2, node 9 and node 8 which are in (0,0), (0, 1) 

and (2,2), (1,0). 

 

 

    Node ID  Position Flag Zone ID 

 9     (𝑥11, 𝑦11 )        1      (0, 0) 

8    (𝑥8, 𝑦8)        0      (1,0) 

            2                (𝑥2, 𝑦2)        1        (2,2) 

            7    (𝑥7, 𝑦7)  1      (0, 1) 

 

    Table 1 representing the zone table for node 18 

 

ZONE LEADER ELECTION: 

 Based on the election process the zone leader for each and every zone is elected. 

Whenevera new node appears in the network it sends a beacon message specifying its existence 

and waits till 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 and checks its zone table and updates its zone leader in different ways 

1) If there are no other nodes (ZNodes) in the zone then it announces itself as the zone leader 

ZLD. 

2) If flags in Znodes are unset, it means that no node has announced the leadership role. In this 

case the node which is near to the 𝑍𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 is decided as zone leader ZLD. 

3) If more than one node’s flag is being set, then the zone leader ZLD is elected based on the 

highest ID of the nodes in that zone. 

4) Among all other nodes in the zone only one node’s flag is set then automatically it is elected 

as the zone leader ZLD. 
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ZONE SUPPORTED UNICAST GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING: 

 In zone structure there are two different transmission zones they are intra zone and inter 

zone transmissions the nodes in same zone knows the position of other nodes and all the nodes 

are in same transmission range so the forwarding of packets will be very easy in intra zone. But 

in inter zone no node knows the neighbors positions so it requires intermediate nodes to assist the 

forwarding of packets. In EGMP the location service is combined with zone based structure so 

that whenever the sender doesn’t know the position of destination then sender forwards the 

packet to center of the zone, from center it is forwarded to the destination. But in some cases the 

packet may not reach the destination from zone center, for example the node 16 is the sender and 

node 7 is the destination in zone (1, 0), both the nodes are in different zones and sending node 

searches for the intermediate node and the node 18 is near to the center of the destination zone 

and the sender forwards the packet to the node18 but node 18 cannot find the neighbor node near 

to the destination node. In this case the packet is forwarded greedily. To overcome this problem 

EGMP uses Zone Forwarding Mode. When the zone forwarding node fails automatically the 

packet will dropped. In the zone mode the intermediate node checks the zone table for the zone 

ID’s and it searches for the nearest zone which is near to the destination zone. If such zone is 

identified then the packet is forwarded to that zone. The closest zone is identified based on the 

disvalue of that zone and the identified zone using𝑑𝑖𝑠 𝑋,𝑌 =  𝑋 − 𝑋𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡  
2  + (𝑌 − 𝑌𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 )2  and a 

zone with smaller dis will be chosen as closer zone to the destination zone. EXAMPLE 

MULTICAST TREE CONSTRUCTION AND DELIVERY OF PACKETS: 

 The tree construction and maintenance of the tree and delivering packet to destination is 

specified in this section.𝐺𝑝  Represents the Group and 𝑆𝑔  represents Source node of the group 𝐺𝑝  and 

𝑀𝑔  represents the Member in the particular group 𝐺𝑝  

 

1) SESSION INITIATION: 

 Whenever source   𝑆𝑔  wants to establish a session 𝐺𝑝  then source 𝑆𝑔   floods a message 

𝑁𝐸𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛   (𝐺𝑝 , zone ID) specifying the existence of the session𝐺𝑝 . The message isflooded into whole 

network which specifies the existence of the session𝐺𝑝 . A membership table 𝑀𝑏𝑡  table is maintained by 

each and every node contains fields like Group ID 𝐺𝐼𝐷, Core zone ID 𝐶𝐼𝐷   and flag whenever𝑀𝑔  receives 

themessage 𝑁𝐸𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛   (𝐺𝑝 , zone ID) and interested in joining the session 𝐺𝑝 ,  then it joins𝐺𝑝 . A 
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multicast table 𝑀𝑡  is maintained by zone leader ZLD and whenever it receives the message 

𝑁𝐸𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛   (𝐺𝑝 , zone ID), it records the core zone ID and group ID of the particular session into 

multicast table. 

 

2) SESSION TERMINATION:  

 Whenever the source 𝑆𝑔  wants to terminate the session 𝐺𝑝  then it sends a message  

𝐸𝑁𝐷𝑆𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁  (𝐺𝑃). By receiving the message 𝐸𝑁𝐷𝑆𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑂𝑁  (𝐺𝑃) all nodes remove the entry of the 

session 𝐺𝑝  in both multicast table 𝑀𝑡  and membership table𝑀𝑏𝑡  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Table 2 MULTICAST TABLE for NODE 12 

    

ALGORITHM: Aprocedure for leader joining. 

Lead: Notation to representing leader. 

Packet: Notation for representing message JOIN_REQUEST received by the leader. 

Step1: If the packet of the source zone 𝑆𝑍  is equal to zone id of leader then the join request is 

from the node which is in same zone. 

Step2: After receiving the node add the node to the downstream node list in the multicast 

table 𝑀𝑡 . 

Step3:If the message is not from same zone then it is from other zone. 

Step4: If the message JOIN_REQUEST is from other zone then check the depth of the leader 

and depth of the packet of the particular zone 

Step5:  The depth of the leader must be less than depth of the packet of the nonlocal zone. Then 

add the zone to the multicast table in downstream node list. 

Step6: If the depth of the leader is greater than the depth of the packet then forward the packet. 

        Group ID 𝐺𝑝  

Core zone ID              (1,1) 

        isAck flag    True 
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Step7: Check for the information of core zone, if it is not present send the request as 

packet.GrpID and even check for information of upstream nodes, if is not found send join 

request otherwise send reply. 

 

Fig. 2. Multicast Session 

MULTICAST GROUP JOINING: 

 When a non-leader node 𝑀𝑔  wants to join the session 𝐺𝑝  then it sends JOIN_REQUEST  

(𝑀𝑔 ,𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑑 , 𝐺𝑃) message to the zone leader ZLD. The joining procedure is started after the 

JOIN_REQUEST (𝑀𝑔 , 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑑 , 𝐺𝑃) message is received. If the node which wants to join is from 

the same zone then zone leader ZLD adds the node as downstream list in multicast table 𝑀𝑡 . If 

the message JOIN_REQUEST (𝑀𝑔 , 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑑 , 𝐺𝑃)   is from different zone then the depth of that 

zone and the depth of own zone is compared if the depth of the zone is smaller and closer to the 

core zone then it is added in downstream zone list. Suppose any new nodes are added to the 

downstream list then zone leader ZLD checks the core zone ID and zone Id of upstream list, if 

the core zone ID is not available a ring type search is done. After identifying the core zone if  the 

upstream list zone ID is unset then a JOIN_REPLYis sent to the source. If the JOIN_REPLY is 

received by the source if it is a node then 𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑘  flag is raised to set in the membership table and 

hence the joining process is finished. If the JOIN_REPLY is from zone then the upstream list 

zone ID is added as source ID of the particular zone and then the JOIN_REPLY is sent to the 

downstream nodes which are unacknowledged. 
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Group ID 𝐺𝑝  

Core Zone ID (1, 1) 

Upstream zone Id (1, 1) 

Down Stream zone list (0,0) 

Down Stream node list 9 
 

Table 3 Membership Table 

 For example the core zone ID for node 12 is (1,1) and zone leaders are represented in 

double circles, suppose the zone (0, 0) is not joined tree and its zone leader ZLD knows the core 

zone ID then the node 9 joins 𝐺𝑝  
 

 

MULTICAST GROUP LEAVING: 

 The member of the group 𝑀𝑔  wants to leave the group or zone it sends a message 

LEAVE (𝑀𝑔 ,𝐺𝑃)to the zone leader ZLD. Once the ZLD receives the LEAVE (𝑀𝑔 ,𝐺𝑃) message 

from the member then its entry is removed from the downstream list by ZLD. 

 

MULTICAST DELIVERY OF PACKETS:  

 The content in the section describes about how the packets are delivered and how they 

are forwarded. 

 

1) Sending a packet:  

 If a source wants to deliver a packet on the multicast tree, first the source should join in 

to the multicast tree and should become a member in the group. Like other multicast geographic 

protocols EGMP doesn’t use single-direction tree, it uses Bi-directional tree i.e the packets flow 

will be not only in one direction from upstream nodes to downstream nodes and also from 

downstream nodes to upstream nodes. But in many protocols which are based on core zone 

should send the packets to core zone, but in some cases it leads to more delay for example from 

figure the node 5 is far away to the core zone if node 5 should send the packet to core zone due 

to the far distance it incur more delay, because if the distance of source is to large from the core 

zone then delay will be increased, so to reduce delay the packet is sent on to the tree directly.  

 If the Source 𝑆𝑔  wants to send the packet first it checks whether it is joined on the tree or 

not, if it is joined. 𝑆𝑔  Checks whether it has joined the tree or not by checking its multicast table 
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𝑀𝑡  in which 𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑘 is set or not if it is in set mode then source 𝑆𝑔  sends the packet to its zone 

leader ZLD. Once the zone leader ZLD receives the packets then it is forwarded to both 

upstream and downstream nodes/zones but not to the incoming nodes. 

Suppose the source 𝑆𝑔  had not joined in the tree or it has moved to other zone then it unsets the 

𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑘  flag in its multicast table 𝑀𝑡  and sends packet to the core zone to reduce latency caused due 

to joining and the packet will be in core zone until it has rejoined again into multicast tree. 

 

2) Multicast data forwarding: 

  For forwarding data the multicast table 𝑀𝑡  is maintained only by zone leaders ZLD and 

it is not possible to reach the members in any particular zone in one-hop. If there are multiple 

destinations (𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡1,𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡2, … ..) and a node 𝑁1wants to send a packet to the destinations and the 

source reaches to the destination through intermediate nodes called next hop’s. The source node 

first selects the next hop to reach the destination and then node 𝑁1  inserts the destination 

positions and its associate next hop’s into packet header. For example the list will look like  

(𝑁1,𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡1:𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡2, 𝑁2, 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡3: 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡4)  where for 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡1,and 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡2 the next hop is 𝑁1 and for 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡3 

and 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡4the next hop is 𝑁2. Whenever the packet is received if the packet is from next hop or 

the packet is of destination it is kept at the neighbor node otherwise the packet is dropped. The 

packet is forwarded to other next hop nodes until it reaches its destination. 

 

MULTICASTING ROUTE OPTIMIZATION AND MAINTENANCE: 

 To maintain a tree structure it is very hard to maintain the connections in the tree due to 

mobility of nodes and also due to change in topology and even in zone based structure due to 

mobility of nodes the nodes move from one zone to another so that the zones become empty 

those nodes called as empty zone. It is a main problem in the zone based structure. 

 

1) Moving between zones: 

Whenever a node moves from one zone to another zone it should join again into tree with the 

help of ZLD or if a ZLD moves from one zone to another zone then it should handover its 

multicast table 𝑀𝑡  to new zone leader ZLD if the multicast table 𝑀𝑡  is not handover by the old 

zone leader ZLD the connection will be lost in the tree. When a node moves from one zone to 
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another zone then it should rejoin into the tree for rejoining it sends a 𝐽𝑂𝐼𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡  message to the 

present zone leader ZLD. After joining into tree the new node sends a beacon message to the 

existing members in that new zone to update its entry in their Membership table 𝑀𝑏𝑡  and even it 

sends a beacon message to old zone specifying its movement from old zone to new zone. Once 

the joining process finishes it sends a LEAVE message to the old zone leader ZLD. 

There exists a problem in which the leader moves from one zone to another zone this problem is 

called as Leader Mobility Problem. The zone leader fixes a threshold value first it checks the 

distance from border of the zone if it is less then it assume it as the leader node moving out of the 

zone. Once it checks the nodes of particular zone moving from one zone to another and a node 

which is nearer to the center of the zone it is elected as new zone leader ZLD and it sends a 

beacon message to all other nodes in the zone announcing it as new zone leader ZLD. While the 

new zone leader ZLD announcing it as new leader the packets are received by old zone leader 

after finishing its announcement as new zone leader ZLD the packets received by the old zone 

leader will forward to the new leader. If the zone doesn’t have any nodes then it is called as 

empty zone. 

 

2) Handling Empty Zones: 

 When all the nodes move out from the zone then the zone become empty, the zone with 

no nodes called as empty zone. If a non-core zone becomes empty the tree must be regulated so 

that the connections must not lost. Whenever a zone leader moves out from the non-core zone 

then zone leader forwards its multicast table to upstream list of zone. The zone leader of 

upstream list takes the entire downstream list and deletes the zone which is requesting. The new 

zone sends a JOIN_REPLY message to all the downstream zones. After receiving the 

JOIN_REPLY messages it changes its ID. 

 

TREE BRANCH MAINTENANCE: 

 The broken connection is identified when there is no packets are there to forward at the 

time of 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑡   an ACTIVE message is sent to all downstream nodes by zone leader ZLD 

of non-core zone to active the branches of the tree. If any node fails to receive the packets with in 

the period Z*𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑡  then it decides that the tree link is broken and again it starts the joining 

procedure. 
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION: 

  A comparison between a tree structure and mesh structure is made to provide group 

communication efficiently, first tree is constructed with say 10 nodes and by the simulation 

results obtained the communication between different nodes have been estimated. As the no. of 

nodes in the group increases, the communication is made robust by constructing multicast Mesh 

say using 30 nodes and more. Thus theresults obtained make the on demand EGMP protocol 

efficiently scalable for handling smaller and larger groups. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 For providing effective communication among groups over Mobile Adhoc networks a 

new protocol entitled Efficient Geographic Multicast Protocol (EGMP) has been proposed. 

EGMP is a geographic routing protocol which uses zone type structure. It is proposed to provide 

great scalable as well as efficient groupcommunication over MANETS. To provide a good 

membership management and to forward the packets towards destination a multicast tree in the 

form of zones has been constructed and even a procedure has been implemented to find the 

empty zones when all the nodes move from one zone to another as an experiment in these type of 

protocols. For a source it is very hard to find the destination position to overcome this a new 

procedure called position information has been introduced and also position information is used 

to construct the tree and also to maintain a tree efficiently in EGMP protocol. By using EGMP 

protocol the maintenance of tree construction overhead is reduced by using “location service”.  
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